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bioconcentration of surfactants in fish†

Michael S. McLachlan, *a Andrea Ebert, b James M. Armitage,c Jon A. Arnot de

and Steven T. J. Droge f

Surfactants are a class of chemicals released in large quantities to water, and therefore bioconcentration in

fish is an important component of their safety assessment. Their structural diversity, which encompasses

nonionic, anionic, cationic and zwitterionic molecules with a broad range of lipophilicity, makes their

evaluation challenging. A strong influence of environmental pH adds a further layer of complexity to

their bioconcentration assessment. Here we present a framework that penetrates this complexity. Using

simple equations derived from current understanding of the relevant underlying processes, we plot the

key bioconcentration parameters (uptake rate constant, elimination rate constant and bioconcentration

factor) as a function of its membrane lipid/water distribution ratio and the neutral fraction of the

chemical in water at pH 8.1 and at pH 6.1. On this chemical space plot, we indicate boundaries at which

four resistance terms (perfusion with water, transcellular, paracellular, and perfusion with blood) limit

transport of surfactants across the gills. We then show that the bioconcentration parameters predicted

by this framework align well with in vivo measurements of anionic, cationic and nonionic surfactants in

fish. In doing so, we demonstrate how the framework can be used to explore expected differences in

bioconcentration behavior within a given sub-class of surfactants, to assess how pH will influence

bioconcentration, to identify the underlying processes governing bioconcentration of a particular

surfactant, and to discover knowledge gaps that require further research. This framework for amphiphilic

chemicals may function as a template for improved understanding of the accumulation potential of

other ionizable chemicals of environmental concern, such as pharmaceuticals or dyes.
Environmental signicance

We provide a framework to understand bioconcentration for surfactants. This process is a complex function of surfactant charge, pKa, membrane affinity and
susceptibility to biotransformation, and it also depends on environmental pH. We introduce chemical space plots to clarify this complexity. Furthermore, we
demonstrate how these plots can be used to discern how bioconcentration will change when the surfactant properties and environmental pH change, and to
identify the underlying processes governing these changes.
Introduction

Surfactants are used extensively in personal and home care
products, for industrial and institutional cleaning, and in the
food & beverage and textile industries. The structural diversity
of surfactants is very large, including neutral, anionic, cationic
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and zwitterionic molecules. The common structural character-
istics are a polar head group and one or more hydrophobic tails.
The substances registered under the European REACH legisla-
tion include 4 anionic or cationic surfactants in the annual
tonnage band 100 000–1 000 000, 16 in the tonnage band 10
000–100 000, and 36 in the tonnage band 1000–10 000,1,2 as well
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of the model formulation and framework parameterization; gures
illustrating the gill resistance model, remodeled BCF kinetics for cationic
surfactants, and comparison of modeled and measured kT for cationic
surfactants; tables of nonionic and zwitterionic surfactants with tonnage >100
per y in the EU, and parameter values of remodeled BCF kinetic for cationic
surfactants (PDF); spreadsheet demonstrating the framework calculation
(XLS). See DOI: https://doi.org/10.1039/d3em00070b
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as a range of nonionic and zwitterionic surfactants (Tables S1
and S2†). A substantial fraction of surfactant production is
incorporated into down-the-drain products, and thus large
quantities of surfactants are released to municipal wastewater
and can impact the aquatic environment. Consequently, sound
assessment of the environmental risk is particularly important
for this group of chemicals.

Bioaccumulation plays an important role in the environ-
mental assessment of chemicals. The bioconcentration factor
(BCF) in sh is a commonly used metric to assess
bioaccumulation.3–6 The BCF of surfactants has been shown to
be a complex function of substance properties and environ-
mental conditions. The charge state of the molecule plays an
important role, as charged molecules generally have a more
difficult time than neutral molecules crossing membranes,
which can inuence their ability to be taken up by sh.7–9 This
results in differences in the bioconcentration between
nonionic, anionic and cationic surfactants. Within each of
these groups the BCF can also vary widely, oen increasing with
the length of the hydrophobic tail.1,2,10 This has been related to
the tendency of the surfactant to partition into tissue, which can
reduce elimination via the gills and via biotransformation.10,11

Furthermore, the bioconcentration of some organic acids and
bases, including cationic surfactants, has been shown to be pH-
dependent, introducing another layer of complexity into the
assessment of surfactant bioaccumulation.1,12–14

Assessing the bioconcentration of surfactants remains
a challenge for regulators. A survey of REACH registration
dossiers revealed that only 7 of 45 anionic surfactants and 7 of
34 cationic surfactants with tonnage >100 per year reported in
vivo BCF information.1,2 There is thus a strong reliance on
predictive tools to assess bioaccumulation, which is consistent
with the 3R-principles for animal testing.15 Most currently
available predictive tools were developed for neutral organic
compounds and use KOW or DOW to describe partitioning
behavior. However, these parameters have been shown to be
inadequate for surfactants and can no longer be used to waive
more detailed BCF assessment under REACH.16 The membrane
lipid/water distribution ratio (DMLW) has shown promise as an
alternative physical chemical property to describe partitioning
of surfactants into tissue.11 This creates an opportunity to
develop modied BCF modeling approaches that are suitable
for surfactants. When it comes to evaluating predictive models,
the pioneering work of Tolls provided high quality in vivo BCF
data for nonionic surfactants and a few anionic surfactants,17–20

but until recently it was not possible to evaluate models of ionic
surfactant bioconcentration in sh due to a paucity of measured
BCF values. However, during the last 3 years measured BCF
values have been published for a range of anionic and cationic
surfactants,1,2 so it is now possible to evaluate new BCF
modeling approaches tailored to surfactants.

In this work we endeavor to bring order to the complexity of
surfactant bioconcentration by developing an interpretive
framework that can be used to understand how BCF is inu-
enced by chemical properties and pH. Grasping the opportu-
nities outlined above, we build the framework around a model
based on DMLW and evaluate it using the recently published in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
vivo BCF data for surfactants. Aer presenting the underlying
theoretical concepts, we develop the framework with physio-
logical, chemical property and empirical elements, presenting
the results both as equations and graphs. We then compare the
framework's estimates with existing measurements of surfac-
tant bioconcentration, before closing with a discussion of the
framework's potential and limitations.
Theory
One compartment model of bioconcentration

Bioconcentration can be measured under controlled laboratory
conditions in which the sh are exposed to chemical in the
water only.21 Bioconcentration is typically described with a one
compartment model that considers the sh as a well-mixed box
exchanging chemical with the water that it lives in. The dening
equation is:

dCF

dt
¼ kUCW � kTCF (1)

where CF and CW are the chemical concentrations in sh (mol
kg−1) and water (mol L−1), respectively, kU is the rate constant
for uptake from water (L kg−1 h−1), and kT is the overall rate
constant for elimination from the sh (h−1).22 Each of these rate
constants can be the sum of several rate constants for individual
contributing processes. For bioconcentration in sh, uptake via
the gills is usually the only process considered for kU, while kT
can include rate constants for elimination via the gills, for
biotransformation, and for other elimination processes of
relevance.23 At steady state one obtains:

BCF ¼ CF

CW

¼ kU

kT
(2)

where BCF is the bioconcentration factor (L kg−1), the ratio of
CF and CW at steady state.
Dissociation

Surfactants are classied into nonionic and ionic surfactants,
and ionic surfactants can be further broken down into anionic,
cationic and zwitterionic surfactants. Many ionic surfactants
dissociate in water, existing in both the neutral and ionic form.
Anionic surfactants are typically relatively strong acids and
almost entirely dissociated, while cationic surfactants are typi-
cally weak bases and can have a neutral fraction in the percent
range at environmental pH. The degree of dissociation is
dened by the acid dissociation constant, pKa, and by the pH of
the water. While the fraction of the neutral form of an acid
decreases with increasing pH, that of a base increases. The
fraction neutral fneutral,W is dened as follows:24

fneutral;WðacidÞ ¼ 1

1þ 10pH�pKa
(3a)

fneutral;WðbaseÞ ¼ 1� fneutral;WðacidÞ ¼ 10pH�pKa

1þ 10pH�pKa
(3b)
Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2023, 25, 1238–1251 | 1239
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These equations for monoprotic acids and bases can readily
be extended to multiprotic molecules.25 Some cationic surfac-
tants such as the quaternary ammonium compounds are
permanently charged.
Partitioning

With a polar head group and a long non-polar chain, many ionic
surfactants have a structure similar to the phospholipids that
are a major component of biological membranes. Therefore,
surfactants readily partition into membranes, making
membranes a major storage compartment for surfactants in
sh. Membrane lipid/water distribution ratios (DMLW) have
been measured using a zwitterionic phospholipid experimental
model for a large number of surfactants, and systematic rela-
tionships between surfactant structure and DMLW have been
found (Droge et al., 2021A). For instance, adding 2 CH2 to the
non-polar chain increases DMLW by a factor ∼13 across many
surfactant groups. For an overview of fragment-based methods
to estimate DMLW, see Droge et al.11

Biological membranes also contain anionic phospholipids
which enhance the sorption of cations by a factor of ∼20
compared to neutral phospholipids.26 Selecting a total phos-
pholipid content of sh (fP-lipid,F) of 1.25%11 and an anionic
phospholipid fraction of 17.5%26 results in the following
equation for the sh/water distribution ratio DFW:

DFW = 0.0125(0.825 + (0.175)(20))DMLW = 0.0541DMLW (4)

This approximation of DFW for ionic surfactants ignores the
contribution of other tissues besides membranes to storage in
sh. While it has been shown that the contribution of neutral
lipids is negligible, binding to proteins could conceivably make
a signicant contribution but there are currently insufficient data
to evaluate this.11 We note that eqn (4) will overestimate DFW for
anionic surfactants, but it turns out that DFW does not inuence
the bioconcentration behavior of the anionic surfactants consid-
ered here due to signicant biotransformation (see below). The
framework will be less applicable to persistent anionic surfactants
and compounds which are not stored primarily in lipids (e.g.,
some branched hydrocarbon surfactants, uorinated surfactants).

For nonionic surfactants, as for other neutral organic mole-
cules, lipids are the primary storage tissue in sh. The few
available data suggest that DMLW overestimates the sh oil/water
distribution ratio by a factor of ∼3.11 Assuming a sh lipid
content of 5%, retaining the above assumption that 25% of total
lipids is phospholipids and assuming that the remaining 75% is
neutral lipids, we arrive at the following equation for DFW:

DFW = 0.05(0.25DMLW + 0.75DMLW/3) = 0.025DMLW (5)

Mass transfer across gills

The gill transfer model builds on the work of Erickson et al.7 and
Bittermann et al.27 Only passive mass transfer is considered. The
unidirectional mass ow F (mol h−1) can be described as the
product of the surface area of the gill over which mass transfer
1240 | Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2023, 25, 1238–1251
occurs Agill (m
2) and the concentration of the diffusing entity C

(mol m−3) divided by a mass transfer resistance R (h m−1):

F ¼ Agill

R
C (6)

A mass transfer resistance is the reciprocal of a mass
transfer coefficient. Mass transfer from the water across the
gills to the circulatory system of the sh is constrained by
a number of resistances (Fig. S1†): (a) delivery of the chemical
with water into the gills; (b) diffusion through the laminar
boundary layer of water at the outer gill surface; (c) transport
across the gill epithelium; (d) diffusion through the laminar
boundary layer on the inner side of the gill epithelium; (e) and
removal with blood from the gill. The epithelial resistance can
be divided into three resistances acting in parallel, the para-
cellular resistance, the transcellular resistance and the lateral
resistance. Lateral transport has been found to be negligible
for neutral compounds and assumed negligible for ionic
compounds,27 and it is neglected here (see Text S1† for more
details). The transcellular resistance can be broken down into
three resistances acting in series: an apical membrane, the
cytosolic uid, and a basal membrane.27 Considering the case
where the transcellular resistance is smaller than the para-
cellular resistance, we have four aqueous resistances acting in
series (delivery of water to the gills, exterior boundary layer,
cytosolic diffusion, and interior boundary layer). The size of
these resistances depends on the same physical chemical
property, the molecular diffusion coefficient, and hence the
relative size of these resistances does not vary markedly
between chemicals. Since the minimum resistance observed in
some sh studies corresponds to the resistance for delivery of
the water to the gills,28,29 we simplify the model by eliminating
the other three aqueous resistances and combining the apical
and basal membranes into one resistance. The resulting model
has four resistances: perfusion with water, membrane, para-
cellular, and perfusion with blood, whereby the second and
third act in parallel (Fig. S1†).

The water perfusion resistance for transfer from water to
blood, RW,W/B (h−1 m), was approximated as the quotient of
the specic surface area of the gill and the water ow rate
through the gills QW,gill (m

3 h−1):

RW;W/B ¼ Agill

QW;gill

(7)

To model the membrane resistance for transfer from water to
blood, RM,W/B (h−1 m), ideally the solubility diffusion model
should be employed, which describes the permeation coefficient
of a chemical in a membrane by the diffusion through and the
partitioning into each layer of the membrane (see Text S2† for
more details). However, to facilitate generalization we modeled
the permeability as a function of DMLW, although DMLW is not the
best measure of partitioning into those layers of the membrane
that control diffusive transport. We used a modied empirical
correlation to predict membrane permeability of the neutral
form PM,n (m h−1) from DMLW (see Text S2†).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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PM,n = 0.189DMLW
1.14 (8)

We assume that mass transport of ionized molecules is
negligible, i.e. that only the neutral form of anionic and cationic
surfactants diffuses through the membrane. This is a valid
assumption for most compounds,30 although it may not be true
for anionic surfactants with very low pKa values and perma-
nently charged compounds (see Text S2†). This assumption
results in the neutral fraction of the chemical in water fneutral,W
being included in the membrane resistance:

RM,W/B = (fneutral,W × 0.189DMLW
1.14)−1 (9)

In order to facilitate comparison with other processes we use
the distribution ratio of the molecule, DMLW (measured at pH
7.0–7.4), recognizing that this differs from the partition coeffi-
cient of the neutral form (see Text S2†).

The paracellular resistance is modeled with a constant
permeability Pparacell (m h−1) based on empirical observations
(see Text S3†). Note that all types of surfactants including
permanently charged compounds are assumed to undergo
paracellular transport.

The blood perfusion resistance, RB,W/B (h−1 m), can be
expressed in a similar manner as the water perfusion resis-
tance, using the rate of blood perfusion of the gills QB,gill (m

3

h−1). However, while the pH in sh blood is xed (e.g., 8.1 in
rainbow trout8), the pH in water can vary and hence ion-
trapping effects can occur. The presence of a pH gradient
between water and blood indicates that the resistance for
paracellular transport of ions is much greater than the blood
perfusion resistance. It follows that the blood perfusion
resistance can only be the dominant resistance for neutral
chemicals that take the transcellular route. In this case the
ion-trapping effect can be accounted for by the ratio of fneutral,B
and fneutral,W, which denotes that the freely dissolved
concentration of the neutral form is driving equilibration
between blood and water. Furthermore, there are membrane
lipids and other sorbents in the blood that increase its
capacity to transport the surfactants in both ionic and neutral
form. This added capacity is accounted for by the product of
DMLW and fM-lipid,B, the fraction of membrane lipid equivalents
in the blood (kg L−1).

RB;W/B ¼ Agill

QB;gill

�
1þ fM-lipid;BDMLW

�
"
fneutral;B

fneutral;W

#
(10)

Combining the individual resistances in series and parallel
as outlined above yields the following equation for the overall
resistance for mass transfer across the gill water into sh's
circulation RW/B:

RW/B ¼ Agill

QW;gill

þ �fneutral;W � 0:189DMLW
1:14 þ Pparacell

��1

þ Agill

QB;gill

�
1þ fM-lipid;BDMLW

�
"
fneutral;B

fneutral;W

#
(11)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
To estimate the uptake rate constant kU (L h−1 kg−1), the
specic surface area of the gills Agill/M, where M is the mass of
the sh (kg), is divided by RW/B, yielding:

kU ¼ 1000

 
M

QW;gill

þ M

Agill

�
fneutral;W � 0:189DMLW

1:14 þ Pparacell

�

þ M

QB;gill

�
1þ fM-lipid;BDMLW

�
"
fneutral;B

fneutral;W

#!�1

(12)

The rate constant for elimination across the gills k2 (h
−1) can

be estimated analogously to kU, whereby each of the resistances
in eqn (11) is reformulated to describe transport in the other
direction (sh to water) and the factor 1/DFW is added to convert
CF into an equivalent freely dissolved concentration in blood.

k2 ¼ 1000

DFW

  
fneutral;W

fneutral;B

!
M

QW;gill

þ M

Agill

�
fneutral;B � 0:189DMLW

1:14 þ Pparacell

�

þ M

QB;gill

�
1þ fM-lipid;BDMLW

�
!�1

(13)

Biotransformation

In describing biotransformation, we assume that it occurs
primarily in the liver. We start with the venous equilibrium liver
model,31 which has been employed to conduct in vitro in vivo
extrapolation of biotransformation in sh.32 It assumes the liver
to be well-mixed and elimination kinetics to be rst order.
Furthermore, we assume that the biotransformation rate is
proportional to the freely dissolved concentration of the
chemical in blood. This model leads to the following equation
for the rate constant for biotransformation in sh kB (for
a complete derivation see the ESI in Ribbenstedt et al.2):

kB ¼
 
VD

 
fM-lipid;BDMLW

Qreaction;liver

þ 1

QB;liver

!!�1

(14)

where kB has units of h−1, VD is the volume of distribution (L),
Qreaction,liver is the clearance rate in liver in terms of the freely
dissolved concentration (L h−1), and QB,liver is the perfusion
rate of the liver with blood (L h−1). VD can be calculated from
DFW and the equilibrium blood/water distribution ratio
(DBlW):2,33

VD ¼ DFW

DBlW

M (15)

Framework

To construct an interpretive framework, we parameterize the
above equations and explore how kU, kT and BCF vary as
a function of key chemical and environmental variables. In
parameterizing the theoretical equations, we use values
Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2023, 25, 1238–1251 | 1241
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Fig. 1 Bioconcentration parameters (kU (A–C), kT (D–F) and BCF (G–I)) plotted as a function of log fneutral,W, the neutral fraction of the surfactant
in water at the gill surface (x-axis), and logDMLW, the membrane lipid/water distribution ratio (different colored lines/symbols) at a pH in gill water
of 8.1 (left panels) and 6.1 (middle and right panels). The lines are for ionic surfactants. The solid lines include the effect of biotransformation,
while the dotted lines and symbols for the nonionic surfactants do not. The symbols on the kT and BCF plots show the location of the nonionic
surfactants. The vertical bars show an approximate log fneutral,W range of sulfur-based anionic surfactants (red), cationic surfactants (blue) and
nonionic surfactants (yellow). At a given pH, log fneutral,W is linearly related to pKa for log fneutral,W < −2.

Fig. 2 Chemical space plot of the rate constants for uptake and elimination across the gills (kU (A–C) and k2 (D–F)) as a function of log fneutral,W
and logDMLW showing the dominant resistance limiting transport across the gills. The symbols on the k2 plot show the location of the nonionic
surfactants.

1242 | Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2023, 25, 1238–1251 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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representative for one common experimental sh, a 10 g juve-
nile rainbow trout. Most of the available in vivo data on bio-
concentration of surfactants are for juvenile rainbow trout in
this size range. The framework is illustrated in two gures:
Fig. 1 plots kU, kT and BCF, both with and without biotrans-
formation, in a two-dimensional chemical space of fneutral,W
versus DMLW, and marks the location of common anionic and
cationic surfactants in the chemical space; Fig. 2 shows kU and
k2 in the same chemical space and marks which transport
resistance dominates.
Uptake

For kU (L kg−1 h−1), constant parameter values were assigned for
M, QW,gill, Agill, Pparacell, QB,gill, and fM-lipid,B (see Text S3†),
resulting in the equation:

kU ¼
 
0:0378þ 1

51 fneutral;W DMLW
1:14 þ 0:043

þ 1

2:26þ 0:0158 DMLW

"
fneutral;B

fneutral;W

#!�1

(16)

kU is dependent on 3 chemical and environmental variables:
DMLW, fneutral,W and fneutral,B, whereby the DMLW is a property of
the chemical only while fneutral,W and fneutral,B are properties of
both the chemical (through pKa) and the environment (through
pH of the water at the gill surface, which depends on the
properties of the water body, and the pH in blood, which is
physiologically regulated), e.g., fneutral,W is 0.0001 for an acidic
surfactant with a pKa of 1 in water with a pH of 5, and 0.001 for
a cationic surfactant with a pKa of 10 in water with a pH of 7
(eqn (3a) and (3b)).

To visualize the relationship between these properties and
kU, kU was plotted as a function of fneutral,W for different values of
log DMLW, assuming that fneutral,B= fneutral,W (Fig. 1A). Given that
the pH of rainbow trout blood is 8.1,8 this means that the pH of
the water at the gill surface is also 8.1. Note that the pH in the
gills can be considerably lower than the pH in bulk water due to
the local pH reduction arising from the exhalation of CO2. Even
in well-buffered water with alkalinity of 4 mmol L−1, a pH of 8.1
at the exit of the gill channels corresponds to a pH of 9 in the
bulk water. Hence, fneutral,B = fneutral,W corresponds to a rela-
tively alkaline pH scenario, but this scenario helps facilitate
communication of the interaction of the various parameters on
key processes and the BCF.

Fig. 1A shows 3 plateaus of kU (i.e., where kU is independent
of fneutral,W). Referring to eqn (16), the rst and last terms are
independent of fneutral,W as is the middle term when the para-
cellular resistance dominates. Inspection of Fig. 2A shows that
the upper plateau corresponds to water resistance. The water
resistance determines kU for fneutral,W > 0.0001 for all
compounds with log DMLW > 4. The middle plateau, which is
seen in the same fneutral,W range when log DMLW = 3, corre-
sponds to blood resistance limitation. As DMLW drops, the
sorption of the compound to blood solids drops, reducing the
capacity of the blood to transport the compound out of the gills,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
and thereby increasing the blood resistance. The lower plateau
represents limitation by paracellular transport. This occurs for
all compounds when fneutral,W is sufficiently low. In the region
between the upper two plateaus and the lower plateau, kU is
constrained by the membrane resistance, which increases
linearly as a function of fneutral,W and thus results in a linear
inverse relationship between kU and fneutral,W.

The fneutral,W range of common anionic, cationic and
nonionic surfactants is shown in Fig. 1A. Anionic surfactants
like sulfates and sulfonates have very small pKa values, and as
a result fneutral,W is small. Consequently, the membrane resis-
tance generally limits uptake so that kU is small and linearly
dependent on DMLW (red-shaded region in Fig. 1A). Common
cationic surfactants like primary, secondary and tertiary amines
have higher fneutral,W values of about 0.01 which is due to them
having pKa values much closer to the pH (8.1). The framework
predicts that these chemicals will have the same kU (water
perfusion resistance is dominant) irrespective of both pKa and
DMLW except for those with low DMLW (<10 000, blood perfusion
resistance is dominant, blue-shaded region). The same behavior
is predicted for non-ionic surfactants (fneutral,W = 1, yellow-
shaded region). On the other hand, for permanently charged
cationic surfactants like quaternary ammonium compounds
(fneutral,W = 0), kU is predicted to be very low (lower plateau in
Fig. 1A, paracellular resistance dominant).

A similar behavior is observed for acids at a gill water pH of
6.1 (i.e., fneutral,B/fneutral,W = 0.01, Fig. 1B, note that there is
a negligible effect of CO2 exhalation on pH at the gills at pH 6.1).
The only major change in the relationship between kU, fneutral,W
and DMLW is that there is no longer a lower maximum kU value
when logDMLW = 3 (red-shaded region, compare Fig. 1B and A).
With the lower fneutral,B/fneutral,W, the blood perfusion resistance
is 100 times smaller at a given DMLW and thus the blood
perfusion resistance does not become limiting in the DMLW

range shown (Fig. 2B). The other change is that the relevant
fneutral,W range for the anionic surfactants on the gure shis to
the right. This results in kU being higher at pH 6.1 than at pH 8.1
by as much as 2 log units, depending on whether or not
a resistance other than the membrane resistance was limiting
uptake.

For bases at pH 6.1 (i.e., fneutral,B/fneutral,W = 100) the rela-
tionships are more complex (Fig. 1C and 2C). While the le-
hand part of the gure is unchanged, a broader range of log
DMLW values (3–5) now shows a pronounced intermediate
plateau where the blood perfusion resistance becomes limiting.
This is because of the linear effect of fneutral,B/fneutral,W on the
blood perfusion resistance (eqn (16)). Furthermore, the relevant
fneutral,B/fneutral,W range for the cationic surfactants shis two log
units to the le. As a result, the kU values of the cationic
surfactants with log DMLW < 6 are as much as 100 times lower at
a gill water pH of 6.1 versus 8.1.
Elimination

Two different elimination pathways are considered in the
framework: (a) passive elimination across the gills (k2); (b)
Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2023, 25, 1238–1251 | 1243
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biotransformation (kB). The equation for k2 (eqn (13)) was
parameterized analogously to the equation for kU, yielding:

k2 ¼ 1

0:0541DMLW

 
0:0378

"
fneutral;W

fneutral;B

#

þ 1

51 fneutral;B DMLW
1:14 þ 0:043

þ 1

2:26þ 0:0158 DMLW

!�1

(17)

The fneutral,W dependence of k2 mirrors that of kU, with no
dependence at high values of fneutral,W (because the water
resistance constrains elimination) and at low values of fneutral,W
(paracellular resistance constrains) while there is a linear
dependence at intermediate values (membrane resistance
constrains, see Fig. 1D, dotted lines, Fig. 2D). The DMLW

dependence of k2 is more complex than for kU because of the
inuence of DMLW on the sh/water distribution ratio DFW. This
leads to a linear dependence at high and low fneutral,W (when the
water or paracellular resistances limit transport) and almost no
dependence at intermediate fneutral,W (when the membrane
resistance limits transport).

There is a stronger pH-dependence of the relationship
between fneutral,W, DMLW and k2 than for kU (Fig. 2E and F
compared to 2D versus Fig. 2B and C compared to 2A). This
arises because of the sensitivity of the water resistance to pH;
when the water resistance dominates, k2 is lower at pH 6.1 for
acids and higher for bases (Fig. 2E and F compared to 2D). For
elimination, the water resistance describes the capacity of the
water to carry away chemical that has migrated from the blood
across the epithelium. Thus, for elimination the water ow
rate through the gills must be corrected for the difference in
carrying capacity of the water compared to the blood (eqn
(17), this is analogous to the correction of the blood ow for
the blood resistance during uptake, eqn (12)). Furthermore,
for bases the blood resistance becomes constraining at low
log DMLW, which eliminates the DMLW dependence of k2
(Fig. 2F).

The rate constant for biotransformation kB (h−1) was esti-
mated using an empirical parameterization of eqn (14) derived
from in vivo measurements of the elimination rate constants of
eight sulfonated anionic surfactants, augmented by in vitro
estimates for two further structures.2

kB = (0.000204DMLW + 4.07)−1 (18)

Examining this equation, at low values of DMLW kB is
constant (see also Fig. 1 in ref. 2). This reects the situation in
which perfusion of the liver limits kB (the equation reduces to kB
= 1/4.07 z 0.25). At values of DMLW [ 20 000, kB is inversely
proportional to DMLW. In this case the rate of reaction is limiting
kB, and kB decreases with increasing DMLW due to increasing
sequestration of the chemical into solids in the blood (i.e., less
chemical is available for reaction). Note that the empirically
based parameterization from Ribbenstedt et al.2 assumes that
Qreaction,liver, the clearance rate in the liver, and VD, the volume
of distribution, are constant. This assumption is unlikely to be
1244 | Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2023, 25, 1238–1251
valid for all surfactants, and the applicability domain of eqn (18)
may even be limited to the linear sulfonated anionic surfactants
studied in that work. No information is available on the inu-
ence of fneutral,B on the rate of biotransformation, and thus in
eqn (18) kB is independent of fneutral,B.

The overall elimination rate constant kT, determined from
the sum of k2 and kB, is largely independent of fneutral,W (Fig. 1D–
F). Comparing the solid and broken lines gives insight into the
relative importance of biotransformation when the clearance
rate in the liver and volume of distribution are assumed
constant. Looking specically at the surfactant classes, for the
high pH scenario biotransformation is approximately 10 times
more important than gill transfer for cationic surfactants, while
for anionic surfactants this difference is up to up to 4 orders of
magnitude. For high DMLW anionic surfactants the difference is
larger at pH 6.1 as a result of the smaller values of k2. Since k2 is
small compared to kB for the anionic surfactants considered
here across the environmental pH range, DFW has no inuence
on either kT or BCF. For cationic surfactants, on the other hand,
elimination is generally dominated by gill transfer at pH 6.1 as
a result of the larger k2 values. This indicates that for cationic
surfactants the relative importance of biotransformation may
be pH-dependent.
BCF

The BCF was calculated from kU, k2 and kB according to eqn (2)
and plotted against fneutral,W for different values of DMLW (see
Fig. 1G). Excluding biotransformation, BCF is constant for
a given DMLW at a level that at pH 8.1 represents the sh/water
equilibrium distribution ratio (dotted lines). Recall that a pH of
8.1 at the gill surface corresponds to a pH of ∼9 in bulk water
with an alkalinity of 4 mmol L−1. Including biotransformation
lowers the BCF in a manner that mirrors its inuence on kT.
Looking at the surfactant groups, BCF for the cationic surfac-
tants is independent of fneutral,W (pKa) and approximately line-
arly proportional to DMLW. In contrast, for the anionic
surfactants the BCF is sensitive to fneutral,W (pKa) through much
of the DMLW range. If we set a log BCF of 3 (BCF = 1000 L kg−1)
as a level of concern, cationic surfactants with log DMLW > 5.2
would be of concern, whereby for anionic surfactants only more
strongly sorbing molecules would do so (log DMLW > 6.0–6.7).

At a gill water pH of 6.1 the relationships between BCF,
fneutral,W, and DMLW are very similar to those at pH 8.1 for acids
(Fig. 1G andH, solid lines). Themajor difference is that fneutral,W
for the anionic surfactants is now 2 orders of magnitude higher,
and as a result the BCF is markedly higher for all anionic
surfactants due to the ion-trapping effect, except for some with
log DMLW > 7. This pH inuence on the BCF of anionic surfac-
tants is coupled to the inverse relationship between fneutral,W
and the membrane resistance. At pH 6.1 anionic surfactants
with a log DMLW > 5.3 could exceed the BCF concern level.

For cationic surfactants at a pH of 6.1, BCF continues to be
independent of fneutral,W, but the BCF values have fallen by 1–2
orders of magnitude (Fig. 1I). BCF is linearly proportional to
DMLW and is now approximately equal to the ion-trapping cor-
rected DFW. Several factors contribute to this change in behavior:
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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the blood resistance has become dominant for a larger range of
DMLW, ion-trapping has become an important determinant of
equilibrium concentration in the sh, and gill elimination has
become the dominant elimination mechanism. Like the anionic
surfactants, BCF of the cationic surfactants is strongly dependent
on pH, but with the opposite trend. At pH 6.1 only cationic
surfactants withDMLW > 6.2 are above the BCF concern threshold.

The predicted BCF of nonionic surfactants, neglecting
biotransformation, are shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 1G.
The BCF is linearly proportional to DMLW. The BCFs for the
nonionic surfactants are very similar to the BCFs for the ionic
surfactant where biotransformation is negligible (compare
dotted lines and symbols of the same color). A nonionic
surfactant with a log DMLW > 4.3 and negligible biotransforma-
tion is predicted to exceed a BCF concern level of 1000 L kg−1.
Inuence of pH

It is also informative to switch our perspective from the inuence
of chemical properties on bioaccumulation to the inuence of
environmental conditions. Bulk water pH is the major environ-
mental variable of interest because it inuences the fraction of
the neutral form of ionic surfactants. pH varies widely in surface
water. For instance, the pH range of 3075 European water bodies
was found to vary between 4.0 and 10.1, with 95% of the sites
between 7.0 and 8.5. There were more lakes than rivers with
acidic water, but <1% of the sites had a pH below 6.0.34 In
a survey of Dutch surface water bodies which also includedmany
small ditches, 96% of the sites had a pH between 7.0 and 9.5.35

To calculate the bioconcentration variables as a function of
bulk water pH, the framework was coupled with a model to
estimate pH in water along the gill channel.1 The average
neutral fraction along the gill channel was used to calculate the
membrane resistance, while the neutral fraction at the exit of
the gill channel was used to calculate the water and blood
resistances. Assuming a temperature of 10 °C and an alkalinity
of 1mmol L−1, kU, kT and BCF were estimated for two chemicals:
(i) a base with pKa = 10 and log DMLW = 5; (b) an acid with pKa =

−1 and log DMLW = 5. kT and BCF were calculated both with
biotransformation (eqn (18)) and without.

Fig. 3 shows that at low pH log kU is linearly proportional to
pH before the curve attens off at higher pH. For the base the
blood resistance dominates at low pH, but as pH increases the
difference in the transport capacity between blood and water
decreases and around a pH of 6.5 the water resistance becomes
Fig. 3 Dependence of kU, kT and BCF on bulk water pH for a base with a b
−1 and logDMLW = 5 (red lines).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
rate limiting. For the acid, the membrane resistance dominates
at all pHs and the decrease in kU with increasing pH is caused by
the decreasing neutral fraction in water. The attening off at
high pH is due to the pH in the gill channel being lower than the
pH in the water. We note that the relationship between gill
channel pH and water pH-depends on the alkalinity of the
water; if the alkalinity would be higher, then the kU vs. pH curve
would atten off at higher pH.

log kT is largely independent of pH. Although it might seem
intuitive that transport out of the sh would not be impacted by
pH in water, the water resistance is pH-dependent. The water
resistance is also rate limiting for the base at pH > 6.5, but the
pH-dependence of k2 is dampened by the fact that gill channel
pH is largely independent of bulk water pH at high pH (see
above).

The pH-dependence of BCF largely follows the pH-
dependence of kU. At low pH log BCF is proportional to pH
for the base and inversely proportional for the acid. At high pH
(>7.5) BCF is largely independent of pH, whereby this pH
threshold is inuenced by the alkalinity of the water. Due to the
weak pH-dependence of k2, the pH-dependence of BCF is
similar regardless of whether the primary elimination mecha-
nism is respiration or biotransformation.

Comparison of the framework with
observations

To evaluate the utility of the framework, we compared frame-
work predicted values of kU, kT, and BCF with observations from
BCF experiments that provide data for several surfactants
within a surfactant group.

Nonionic surfactants

For nonionic surfactants, we used data for 7 alcohol ethoxylates
obtained from 5 separate experiments, and DMLW values as
measured or extrapolated.36 One of the surfactants was studied
in all the experiments, while the other 6 were studied in just one
experiment.18

The modeled and measured kU values were close the to line
of 1 : 1 agreement. The framework predicts little variation in kU
while the observations show some variation (Fig. 4A). However,
the variation between 4 values for the same surfactant (red dots
in Fig. 4A–C) obtained from different experiments was similar
to the variation between the 7 different experiments, which
ase with pKa = 10 and logDMLW = 5 (blue lines), and an acid with pKa =

Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2023, 25, 1238–1251 | 1245
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Fig. 4 Plot of measured versus the frameworks modeled bioconcentration parameters (kU, kT, BCF) for nonionic (A–C), anionic (D–F) and
cationic surfactants (G–I). The sources of the measurement data are provided in the text. The red dots in the upper row show repeated
measurements for the same substance (the alcohol ethoxylate C13EO8). While the modeled kT and BCF for nonionic and anionic surfactants
included modeled biotransformation, no biotransformation was included for the cationic surfactants.
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suggests that some of the observed variation was due to inter-
study variability.

The framework predicts that kT is dominated by biotransfor-
mation, which is also the conclusion drawn from the in vivo
studies.17 The modeled and measured kT values were highly
correlated (r2 = 0.84), indicating that the framework correctly
captures the inuence of the major variables determining kT
(Fig. 4B). This suggests that the framework assumption that the
liver clearance rate (Qreaction,liver) is constant applies within this
group of alcohol ethoxylates. However, the model systematically
underestimates kT. One possible explanation is that Qreaction,liver

is higher for the nonionic surfactants than for the sulfur-based
anionic surfactants that were used to parameterize the model.
This could most likely be a consequence of the different domi-
nant biotransformation processes in sh liver: central ssion for
alcohol ethoxylates17,37 versus u-/b-oxidation for anionic LAS.19

For BCF the framework predicts that there is a linear rela-
tionship with DMLW. The modeled andmeasured BCF are highly
1246 | Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2023, 25, 1238–1251
correlated, indicating that this simple model captures most of
the inuence of chemical properties on BCF. However, the
modeled values have a positive bias (Fig. 4C). This is a direct
consequence of the underestimation of kT.
Anionic surfactants

To assess anionic surfactants, we used experimental data from
one study of 10 sulfur-based surfactants and two studies of
multiple LAS isomers.2,17,20 Obtaining reliable estimates of the
pKa for these surfactants is challenging. For instance, we
determined values for alkyl sulfonate using 3 predictive tools
(ACD Labs M1, ChemAxon and COSMOtherm) that ranged over
almost 4 units (1.84, −0.59, and −2.0, respectively). In light of
this large uncertainty, we assumed that the pKa of all sulfur-
based surfactants was the same and estimated this pKa from
kU data for 8 sulfur-based surfactants in rainbow trout2 using
inverse modeling of eqn (12). We obtained a value of−0.6 which
lies within the range of the estimation methods. Using this, we
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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modeled kU, kT and BCF for the same rainbow trout dataset as
well as for further data for LAS isomers in rainbow trout and
fathead minnows.

For the very low values of log fneutral,W (−7.5 to −7.8 under
the conditions in the experiments) and the range of log DMLW

(3.0–6.2) covered by this dataset, the framework predicts that kU
is proportional to the product of fneutral,W and DMLW (Fig. 1A,
eqn (16)). The modeled kU data show good agreement with the
measurements (Fig. 4D). The fact that the model describes most
of the variability in the observations indicates that fneutral,W ×

DMLW is indeed the major variable determining kU for these
data, i.e., the membrane resistance to uptake of the neutral
form determines uptake. It also indicates that it was reasonable
to assume that pKa was the same for all of the surfactants.
Although the Ribbenstedt data are expected to group around the
line of 1 : 1 agreement because they were used to estimate pKa,
the fathead minnow data were independent. That they also
group around the line of 1 : 1 agreement provides further
conrmation of the usefulness of the framework.

For kT, the modeled data agree well with Ribbenstedt's
observations for sulfur-based surfactants in rainbow trout
(Fig. 4E). This is expected given that the biotransformation
model in the framework was derived from these observations.
Some of the fathead minnow data also agree well with the
observations, but a good number are under-predicted by as
much as a factor of 10. kT varies little among the LAS isomers,
even though DMLW varies over almost two orders of magnitudes.
This suggests that the framework assumption that Qreaction,liver

is constant may not apply to the LAS; more strongly sorbing LAS
isomers may have a more rapid liver clearance rate.

Finally, there is generally good agreement between modeled
and measured BCF, except for some of the LAS isomers in
fathead minnows (Fig. 4F). These ndings can be explained by
the results for kU and kT discussed above.
Deprotonating cationic surfactants

To assess deprotonating cationic surfactants, data from a recent
study of 9 alkyl amines in juvenile rainbow trout were used.1 For
4 of these substances, measurements were made at two bulk
water pHs, 7.6 and 6.2, which corresponded to pHs of 7.1 and
6.2 in the gill channel. The kinetic parameters for these exper-
iments were recalculated from the experimental observations
using a Bayesian model as described in Ribbenstedt et al.2 in
order to obtain more reliable uncertainty estimates of kU, kT and
BCF. The recalculated parameters are presented in Table S3†
and the model ts are illustrated in Fig. S2.†

The framework predicts that at high gill water pH kU is
constant in the range of the amines (−3.5 < log fneutral,W < −2.9)
except at very low log DMLW, while at low pH the reduction in kU
at low log DMLW increases (Fig. 1A and C). The reduction in kU at
low DMLW is caused by a higher perfusion resistance tied to
a lower carrying capacity of the blood for the chemical.
Comparing the model with the observations, kU was modeled
well in some cases (Fig. 4G). In particular, the framework
captured kU correctly for the highest log DMLW compounds as
well as for the lowest, the tertiary amines T9 and T10. It also
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
captured the inuence of pH on T10. However, lower kU values
were also measured for compounds with intermediate log DMLW

values (P12, S12 and P13) and a pronounced pH-dependence
was observed in one case (P12), none of which was predicted
by the framework. This suggests that we do not yet fully
understand the inuence of cationic surfactant properties on
the blood perfusion resistance.

For kT, the framework predicts a maximum value of 1 h−1 at
low log DMLW with progressively lower kT as logDMLW increases,
an effect which is stronger at high gill water pH. The modeled
biotransformation contributes to kT for high log DMLW

compounds at pH 8.1, but not at pH 6.1 (Fig. 1C and F).
Comparison with the observations showed that kT of all but the
highest log DMLW amines was overpredicted by the framework
(see Fig. S3†). This could in part be due to the parameterization
of biotransformation, which was based on observations for
anionic surfactants. To explore the effect of the uncertain
parameterization of biotransformation, we recalculated kT and
BCF assuming kB = 0. Good agreement between modeled and
measured kT was then obtained for most chemicals (Fig. 4H).
P16 and S16 were exceptions, with the measured kT markedly
exceeding the modeled kT. Biotransformation is one possible
explanation, but this would require a 30–70 times more rapid
liver clearance rate (Qreaction,liver) than the value embedded in
eqn (18). This is difficult to reconcile with the fact that including
eqn (18) results in an overestimation of kT for the other depro-
tonating cationic surfactants. Another possible explanation is
that the one compartment sh model does not apply to P16 and
S16. A study of the tissue distribution of cationic surfactants in
rainbow trout aer exposure via water for 7 days found that
a much larger fraction of P16 and S16 was stored in the gills
(58% and 53%, respectively, of total body residues) compared to
the other cationic surfactants in Fig. 4H.38 This could be a result
of slow distribution of P16 and S16 from the gills to other sh
tissues, which would violate the assumption of rapid distribu-
tion inherent in the one compartment model.

The modeled and measured BCFs agreed well for many of
the deprotonating cationic surfactants (see Fig. 4I). The
discrepancies reect the deviations in modeled kU and kT dis-
cussed above, whereby in some cases the errors cancel each
other out. The tendency to overpredict BCF for the longest
chained compounds, P16 and S16, particularly needs to be
addressed, given that long-chained (high DMLW) protonating
cationic surfactants are the compounds for which both pre-
dicted and measured in vivo BCF exceed regulatory thresholds.
Permanently charged cationic surfactants

Comprehensive experimental data were found for one perma-
nently charged quaternary ammonium compound, N,N,N-
trimethyl-1-tetradecylammonium (Q14), in juvenile rainbow
trout. The framework predicts that the paracellular resistance
controls mass transfer across the gills. The modeled kU value
was a factor 2.4–2.8 less than the measured kU (Fig. 4G).
However, the framework correctly predicts kU to be independent
of pH. When biotransformation is assumed to be negligible (as
for the deprotonating cationic surfactants), kT is underpredicted
Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2023, 25, 1238–1251 | 1247
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by a factor 1000 (Fig. 4H), whereas when biotransformation is
modeled according to eqn (18), modeled kT exceeds measured
kT by a factor 8 (Fig. S3†). This suggests that biotransformation
could dominate the elimination of Q14. However, experiments
with rainbow trout liver S9 fractions have shown no biotrans-
formation of Q14.39 Another explanation is that the well mixed
assumption of the model does not apply to Q14. The tissue
distribution experiment found quantiable levels of Q14 in only
gills and external mucus aer seven days of exposure, with
traces in blood.38 If the chemical is only found in a small portion
of the sh, approximating DFW as the product of DMLW and the
membrane lipid content of the sh will give a gross over-
estimation DFW, which will result in an underestimation of kT.
Regarding BCF, the measurements indicate that it is very low
(Table S3†), but it is not predicted well by the framework due to
the uncertainty in kU and kT (Fig. 4I).
Potential and limitations of the
framework
Potential

The framework provides a graphical visualization of how
physical chemical properties and pH affect bioconcentration
properties of surfactants. This facilitates understanding of the
complex interactions of the main variables governing bio-
concentration. The described behavior can also be easily traced
back to the underlying equations and process descriptions. The
comparison with observations showed that the framework
describes the bioconcentration properties of surfactants in sh
in a manner that is generally consistent with the existing
literature.

One interesting use of the graphical visualization is to
explore the pH-dependence of BCF or bioconcentration
kinetics. Comparing the panels horizontally in Fig. 1 indicates
whether the relationship between fneutral,W, DMLW and the
parameter of interest changes with gill water pH. The second
feature for assessing pH inuence is the vertical bar (used for
cationic and anionic surfactant groups in Fig. 1), which is used
as a slider that moves across the gures as pH changes, tracking
the inuence of pH on fneutral,W for the compound of interest.

Another useful feature of the framework is that it can be used
to highlight the major processes controlling bioconcentration.
For a given surfactant and pH, it identies the major resistance
governing uptake, and it is even possible to make some general
statements. For instance, the water resistance or the blood
resistance is generally dominant for non-ionic and cationic
surfactants, while for anionic surfactants the blood resistance
can generally be neglected, but the membrane resistance or the
paracellular resistance can play a major role. Furthermore, the
framework gives an indication of the expected relative impor-
tance of respiration versus biotransformation for elimination.
These features allow appropriate prioritization of the gathering
of further information to reduce uncertainty in the bio-
concentration assessment. This was illustrated for several
surfactant classes in the comparison of the framework with
observations.
1248 | Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2023, 25, 1238–1251
There may be potential to apply the framework to a broader
domain of ionizable chemicals of environmental concern, such
as (veterinary) pharmaceuticals and industrial processing
chemicals (e.g., dyes in textile industry, disinfectants, etc.). This
would require critical exploration of the framework boundaries,
renement of the underlying equations, and further evaluation
against empirical observations.
Limitations

In constructing the framework, we have consciously simplied
process descriptions to facilitate graphical presentation and
communication. For example, there are more sophisticated
models of membrane transport, as discussed in Text S1.† As
such, the framework is not expected to capture all the variability
caused by chemical properties and environmental conditions. It
does not provide precise estimates of bioconcentration param-
eters, but rather rough estimates. Furthermore, caution is
advised in applying it to chemicals or environmental conditions
that are very different than those for which it has been
evaluated.

One area where the framework is inadequate was identied
above, namely the inuence of the chemical properties of
cationic surfactants on the blood perfusion resistance.
Measurement of partitioning of cationic surfactants between
water and blood or blood components could provide further
insight.

We have assumed that only the neutral form of the anionic
and cationic surfactants can cross the gills via the transcellular
pathway. This assumption has signicant consequences. In
particular, the BCF of the anionic surfactants is predicted to be
inversely proportional to pH. This prediction is dependent on
the pKa, which is highly uncertain for the anionic surfactants
and had to be estimated from the observations. Due to this
uncertainty, the pH-dependence of the BCF of anionic surfac-
tants should be tested experimentally.

Related to this, Tolls et al. reported a small inuence of water
hardness on kU for the anionic surfactant LAS.20 Their expla-
nation was that hardness inuences the ability of anions to be
transferred from water to the membrane surface. We have not
included this effect in the framework, partly because the re-
ported effect was relatively small and limited to low hardness
and to isomers of LAS with low DMLW (and thus low BCF), and
partly because we assume that the anions do not cross the
membrane. However, further research on this question would
be useful.

Biotransformation is clearly an important process for the
nonionic and anionic surfactants considered here. A major
limitation of the framework is that it does not describe how
molecular properties inuence Qreaction,liver (clearance rate in
the liver) or VD (volume of distribution). By assuming that these
parameters are constant, the framework cannot provide accu-
rate estimates of kT and BCF for many surfactants. However, it
does provide an indication of the relative importance of
biotransformation for surfactants with different properties and
at different pHs. To obtain more accurate estimates, in vitro
measurement of biotransformation coupled with in vitro–in vivo
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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extrapolation (IVIVE) models have proven to be useful2,40 and
quantitative structure–activity relationships (QSARs) for pre-
dicting kB from chemical structure have been validated41–43 and
are publicly available (https://www.eas-e-suite.com).

The framework does not describe the bioconcentration
behavior of long-chained alkyl amines and quaternary ammo-
nium compounds as well as for the other ionic surfactants.
Within the sh, these chemicals are strongly concentrated in
gill tissue; Q14 was almost entirely sequestered into surface
tissues (gills and external mucous) of rainbow trout, and these
tissues accounted for 60% of the P16 and S16 residues.38 This
suggests that the conceptual model underlying the framework,
namely uptake of the surfactant across the gills and subsequent
distribution throughout the sh, does not apply to these
substances. More research on this compound group is needed
to understand the kinetics of their distribution in the sh and
their long-term uptake and elimination behavior. Prioritization
of longer chained cationic surfactants is warranted as they
possess BCFs that approach or exceed regulatory thresholds for
B categorization (i.e., BCFs > 1000–2000 L kg−1).

We have not evaluated the applicability of the framework to
zwitterionic surfactants. Many zwitterionic surfactants have
a quaternary ammonium group and a strongly dissociating acid
group, which means that at environmental pH they will have
a double charge but be overall electrically neutral. In the context
provided by the framework, it is unclear to what extent they
should be treated like permanently charged surfactants with the
paracellular resistance dominating transport across the gills,
and to what extent they should be treated like neutral molecules
capable of taking the transcellular pathway. We found no bio-
concentration data for zwitterionic surfactants that could be
used to resolve this question. Looking forward, it could be
particularly useful to measure the uptake rate constants of
a homologous series of zwitterionic surfactants covering a range
of DMLW, as this could provide insight into the relative impor-
tance of transcellular and paracellular transport. For the case
that transcellular transport is important, the pH dependence
would also need to be explored.

Additional research needs also include: (i) high quality
measured bioaccumulation factors (BAFs) and the development
of models for environmentally relevant BAFs that incorporate
other signicant exposure pathways in addition to gill respira-
tion; (ii) improved quantication of the sorption of surfactants
to material in the water in order to estimate the dissolved
(bioavailable) fractions. Cationic surfactants in particular are
susceptible to sorption to negatively charged sites on minerals
and natural organic matter,44 and the framework would benet
from inclusion of this process.

Finally, the framework has been developed and evaluated
using data for mostly linear hydrocarbon surfactants. More
research is required to assess its applicability to other kinds of
surfactants (e.g., strongly branched structures, uorinated
surfactants).
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